
 
 
 

 

 

Victory Beer Suggestions: Golden Monkey (can), Sour Monkey (can), Brotherly Love (draft) and 
Victory Waves Seltzer (Mixed Pack Slim Cans) 

 

Brontosaurus BBQ Burger + Golden Monkey:  

 The higher alcohol content (9.5% ABV) and carbonation will cut through the greasy, fatty 
notes of the beef patty, cheese, and bacon. 

 The banana and clove yeast flavors will meld nicely with the BBQ sauce.  

 
Pterodactyl Turkey Burger + Brotherly Love and Lime or Mango Waves Seltzer:  

 Brotherly Love will pair well here. Its big fruit forward hop flavors will combine with the 
roasted red peppers and pesto very nicely. Also, the overall drinkability of Brotherly 
Love will help prevent the beer from overpowering the Turkey Burgers subtleties.  

 We recommend Lime and/or Mango Waves as seltzer options. They will all add a 
complementary fruit-forward flavor to the mix that would suggest another level of 
flavor, as if there were something like a lime mayo or peach chutney.  

Southwest Burger + Sour Monkey and Lime, Mango, or Orange Waves Seltzer: 

 The high flavor profile of Sour Monkey will match this high flavor burger. Big citrus 
acidity will slice through the all-beef burger, and orange and lime flavors will pair 
perfectly with the chipotle aioli and the pepperjack cheese.  

 For the same reasons as above, Lime, Mango, and Orange Waves seltzer will bring bright 
fruit flavors that lean into the Southwest ingredients.  

Standard Burger/Cheeseburger + Golden Monkey (or Brotherly Love) and Mixed Berry Waves 
Seltzer: 

 Golden Monkey pairs nicely for the same reasons as the Brontosaurus Burger in terms of 
standing up to a hearty cheeseburger, OR Brotherly Love’s drinkability is a great choice 
with a lower ABV (6%) for either the cheeseburger or hamburger. 

 As an alternative, Mixed Berry seltzer brings a bold, berry flavor that contrasts the 
simplicity of a plain hamburger.  


